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Dalit – Sanskrit Dalita – burst, split, broken, torn, rent; torn asunder, cut to pieces, wounded;
opened, unfolded, expanded, blown, full blown; divided in two, bisected, halved; divided into
degrees, distributed; driven asunder, scattered; trodden down; crushed; destroyed; manifested.
(Monier Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary, 1872)
Some dates:
Jyotirao Phule (1827-1890)
Foundation of Satyashodhak Samaj – 1873
Publication of Gulamgiri (Slavery) – 1873
Dr B R Ambedkar (1891-1956)
Publication of “Castes in India: Their Mechanism, Genesis and Development” – 1917
Mahad Satyagraha - 1927
Publication of The Annihilation of Caste – 1936
Public conversion to Buddhism – 1956
Dalit Literature
1958
1963
1972
1973
1982
1984
1992
1997
2006

The first conference of the Maharashtra Dalit Sahitya Sangha.
Baburao Bagul’s first collection of stories
Formation of Dalit Panther
Namdev Dhasal’s Golpitha (Marathi)
Daya Pawar’s Baluta (Marathi)
Sharan Kumar Limbale’s Akkarmashi (Marathi)
Bama’s Karukku (Tamil)
Om Prakash Valmiki’s Jhootan (Hindi)
P. Sivakami’s The Grip of Change (Tamil)
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One:
IDENTITY CARD
S Joseph
In my student days
a girl came laughing.
Our hands met kneading
her rice and fish curry.
On a bench we became
a Hindu-Christian family.
I whiled away my time
reading Neruda’s poetry;
and meanwhile I misplaced
my identity card.
I noticed, she said
returning my card:
the account of your stipend
is entered there in red.
These days I never look at
a boy and a girl lost in themselves.
They will depart after a while.
I won’t be surprised even if they unite.
Their identity cards
won’t have scribblings in red.
Two:

Extract from Sharan Kumar Limbale, Outcaste

When the teacher noticed me, apparently doing nothing, he grew annoyed and
shouted, ‘You, son of a bitch, come on, start writing! You like eating an ox, don’t
you?’ I picked up my slate and pencil, spat on the slate, smeared it and wiped the
slate with my shirt which was already dirty having been used like this so many times
before. I didn’t know how and what to write. I kept thinking of how we had squatted
in a circle under a tree in the forest, eating. I remembered the hands of high-caste
boys and girls offering us their leftovers, the withered tree in whose shade we sat,
the bundle of leftovers, the question my mother had asked, and the teacher calling
me a son of a bitch and a beef-eater. How should I start writing the essay my teacher
had asked for? (2-3)
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Three:
From Baburao Bagul, “Mother”
A:

B:
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Four:
From Sanjay Palshikar, “Understanding Humiliation,” in Guru, ed. Humiliation: Claims and
Contexts.
The full and exact meaning of humiliation, whether taken as an episode or a form of life,
derives from what its opposite is presumed to be. The force or the point of the complaint
depends on whether the purported humiliation is understood to be a negation of say, one’s
manhood, or, one’s majesty, or, simply, one’s worth as a person. If, what we choose to
describe as “humiliation” is an affront to our manhood, our description of the event would be
different from, say, an account of violation of human dignity. More specifically the subjectagent’s response to the perceived humiliation is conceptually tied to the perception of what is
it that has been violated. “Affront to manliness” is obviously different from “inhuman
treatment”. It is in this sense that every complaint of humiliation implicitly operates with a
pair of opposites. The opposite of whatever one is forcibly made out to be is either already
present in the institutions and practices of the society, or, it is posited as a goal to be realised.
For example, either there is a pre-existing practice of, say, honour, or self- respect, and its
loss is construed as humiliation; or, alternatively, a project to win respect, honour, or glory
enables one to characterise the situation that has prevailed so far as humiliating. In this,
“humiliation” is like “alienation”, which can either be used to tell a story of lost unity – a
simple past to present movement – or to bring a historically possible future into an evaluative
relationship with the present. As a result of this theoretical manoeuvre, the present begins to
look morally wrong or deficient. Thus “humiliation”, like “alienation”, can work as a
normative fulcrum of the critique of the present order.
Five:
From Emmanuel Levinas, On Escape / De l’evasion
On first analysis, shame appears to be reserved for phenomena of a moral order: one feels
ashamed for having acted badly, for having deviated from the norm. It is the representation
we form of ourselves as diminished beings with which we are pained to identify. Yet shame’s
whole intensity, everything it contains that stings us, consists precisely in our inability not to
identify with this being who is already foreign to us and whose motives for acting we can no
longer comprehend. …
This first description, albeit superficial, reveals to us that shame is more attached to the being
of our I than it is to its finitude… Nevertheless, this analysis of shame is insufficient, for it
presents shame as a function of a determinate act, a morally bad act. It is important that free
shame from this condition.
Shame arises each time we are unable to make others forget (faire oublier) our basic nudity. It
is related to everything we would like to hide and that we cannot bury or cover up. The timid
man who is all arms and legs is ultimately incapable of covering the nakedness of his physical
presence with his moral person. Poverty is not a vice, but it is shameful because, like the
beggar’s rags, it shows up the nakedness of an existence incapable of hiding itself.
In shameful nakedness, what is thus in question is not only the body’s nakedness. … For
what is the meaning of shameful nakedness? It is this that one seeks to hide from others
but also from oneself. … If shame is present, it means that we cannot hide what we
should like to hide. The necessity of fleeing, in order to hide oneself, is put in check by
the impossibility of fleeing oneself. What appears in shame is thus precisely the fact of
being riveted to oneself, the radical impossibility of fleeing oneself to hide from oneself,
the unalterably binding presence of the I to itself. Nakedness is shameful when it is the
sheer visibility (patence) of our being, of its ultimate intimacy.

